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XIX. DELIUS'S COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES 

In concluding the analytical investigation of Delius's choral compositions 

it is worthy to reflect on specific techniques and mannerisms which identify 

Delius's particular compositional style. In preface, some further commentary 

on Delius himself is necessary. 

If the comparison can be drawn, Delius represents the kind of creative 

genius who possesses innately a sensitivity and means of expression which, 

in contrast to pure aptitude, cannot be dev.eloped or extended in any direction. 

Xt can only be nurt'ured and enriched by surrounding experience and not taught 

to excell in predetermined academic or aesthetic dimensions. 

One need only examine the course of Delius's life to perceive the 

ramifications of this genius of individuality. The majority of his ~reatest 

achievements were created in an isolationist environment , where he was t otally 

absorbed in his own work, having little concern for the developments or 

directions of the musical outside world. 

Until these mature years at Grez, one can view Delius's "apprenticeship" 

as a series of encounters from which he extracted certain compositional ideas 

and discarded even more. ~is . inherent genius for harmonic expression and 

eaotional flow was enriched by a childhood acquaintance with Chopin and Wagner. 

During the incredible Florida years he absorbed what most Europeans would not 

come to appreciate for some time: the musical individuality of the American 

Reqroes, and combined with Ward's instruction in classical harmony and counter

point, his profound appreciation for the music of Edvard Grieg, and an eighteen 

.anth exposure to the pedantic rigors of the Leipzig Conservatory, Delius 

· ~presented with the musical stimuli which would eventually guide his hand 

at Grez • 

. With this understanding in mind one can now discuss in detail such individual 



musical qual~ties as harmony, rhythm, counterpoint, orchestration , choral style 

and .form. 

Harmony 

It should be obvious to any listener that i t is through harmony that 

Delius's music is snost easi Iy recognized. It is profusely chrocatic, triadicly 

ca:plex, predominant!¥ non-functional., and yet always falling wi thin definable 

tonal limits. 

One might almost say that the chord is to him what the note was to the 
polyphonic composers, and that· the melodic tine is always seen in a 
higher dimensional aspect, so to spea~, o f changing chords. Ye t Deiius 
has no harmonic sys'tem which can be defined and analysed a s readily as 
those of Debussy or Scriabin. His r .ange of expressi on i s infinitely 
wider than theirs and his limitations f ar l ess apparent. Han::.ony with 
Delius has a lways been more of an i nstinct that an accomplis hment and , 
although his chromaticism is not r adically o f a different order from 
that of Wagner and Chopin, it would not be altogether true or jus t t o say 
that it was derived and developed from the study of these two mas t ers. 
Del.ius's harmony lies just within the boundaries of tonality; but neve r 
crosses them - in the sense in which regard the later works of SchOnberg 
as lying definitely beyond them. The principle of modulation , though not 
discarded, is pushed to ·the farthest extremity of chromatic licence , a nd 
it is the continual shifting o f the tonal Ct4iLres that gives his mus ic its 
elusiveness and that peculiar quality of ret i cence which imparts t o every 
phrase a suggestiveness and a hidden meaning that is never actually 
uttered.l 

Two distinctive techniques can be r eadily observed in Delius's use of 

haDIIony: the •colored" harmonization of a s~le diatonic melody. r ecalling 

Del.ius's boyhood passion for the improvisation of song accompaniments f or his 

school friends at Isleworth, and f ound conspicuously in sections o f Sea Drift, 

. Appalachia, The Song of the High Hil ls. and the part songs; and the harmonic 

tension-resolution implied by chromatic or diatonic ascent or descent in 

response to JDOtivic sequencing or key center convergence, coamon in any Del ian 

~ition. The following specific examples illustrate these techniques: 
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I - Diatcnic harmonization ';': 
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The Sple7:dor FaZZs on Castle flaZZs 

II - Sequencing and key center conver gence 

SOngs ~~ Sunset - Exceed~g Sorrow 

These are by no means the· only devices found in Delian harmonic JDOtion , 

but they are the most easily recognized. 

Discussing specific chords or progressions, in addition to norcal triadic 

units Oelius makes prominent use of sevenths and ninths (both major and minor), 

chain dominant seventh chords, nUIIlerous suspensions , and chords with added 

sixths and seconds, with the latter group often being em- l oyed as final cadence 
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chords. It is- DOt uncommon to find these various chords l inked by same 

chrocatic. common tone relation or s uspension. 

Also particula~ly effective and disti nctive in Delian harmony i s his 

sensitivity to inversion and tone spacing within complex chords. (See example 

I above.) . Wi th the . exception of obvious t extual or emotional effect, Delius 

rarely employs any obvious discordance . 

Although highly unusual and distinctive at its t ime, it is unfortunate 

that the legacy of individuality in Delius's harmony is most closel y associat ed 

with the saccharine idioms of popular music of the pas t two decades , d ist orting 

and degrading the originality of his creative harmonic i nnovations in t he eyes 

of the serious i c public . 

.·. 
An insight into a way Delius often compos ed can be gained by his concern 

for s pecific chord progressions and their associated emotional inplications . 

Fewy 's acCQunts in DeZius as I Kner.J Him are mas t r evealing: 

•• ~ .Whereas everyone else improvised on easily recogni s able themes , with 
Delius there were no themes, just chords . wn en the mood to extemporise was 
on him, he always followed the same procedure. He would s tart very quietly 
and dreamily , moving along slowly and , fo r the most part, c~omatically 
in a rhapsodic procession of chords from one leisurel y c liEax t o another , 
until the s i c culminated in a tremendous outburst; then, wi th many tender 
dallyings by the way , it would end as peacefully as it h ad begun. 

Delius, according to his wi f e, was a very bad pianist, playing his 
own music s hockingly. His slender, tapering fingers were too long .to play 
even the s implest runs cleanly . His limited technique had been a severe 
handicap to- him all along, for he was never cible to play his works from 
his scores When he showed them to various publishers. Ye t, when he impro
vised, it was as if other hands were finger ing the keys. Such improvisation, 
she said, was, in its way, quite as impressive as the more f lorid out
pourings of the accomplished technician; t o her ears it was certainly more 
.usical. 

It would have been interesting to have heard Delius improvise, for 
. then it would have shown to what extent his improvisation had influenced 
his composition. He composed every note of his work at the piano (with 
the exception of the opening to . the Song of Sumner) , and there is no 
doubt in ur. mind that his limited keyboard t echnique was l argely respon
sible for the occasional mechanical chroma t ic slidings of his harmony, the . 
oft-restricted movement of his part-writing , the frequent l ack of · fitness · 

[ 
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in his writing for strings, and the unrelieved, plodding crotchet move
ment of much of his music.2 

Fenby continues: 

On joining Oelius at his home in the autumn of 1928, I came t o gri ps with 
the ~~rkings of this strange rare mind. How did he comrose i n h i s prime? 
To ask him was unthinkable, so I sounded his wife . Sometimes he s ketched 
what· he played; sheets of hastily scribbled chords detected by ea= and 
his acutely sensitive judgment. So~e clusters he ringed 'good ' . ~nese 
he used to start a new work or continue another if one did not f low. 

First he would play the selected chords in unchanging continuity ••• 

Be would then repeat the same progression in tensions varied on impulse ••• 

This almost defines his feeling for flow, and what he meant hy 
rhythm. It was this ti1at first ·attracted Beecham, and this he f irst 
resolved to master. 

Delius disliked music - as Keats disliked poetry - that has •a palpable 
design on us'. It explains in some mea·sure the magical beginnicgs and 
endings of many of his works . His middle sect.ions may be less co!lvincing . 
Rejecting traditional means of invention he took enormous risks. Surprise 
and expectancy essential to listening may sometimes seem ·precari o'!;.s her e 
in the impact of texture of similar cast. Tastes fed on class~ca..i ..:.·.:Jut.rast s 
or the brasher contrivances of today may well find these monotocc~s . I 
tried to draw Beecham on this point~ but ~11 I got was, !My dear f ellow, 
there's always something happening in Delius . Now in Elgar, f or ins t ance , 
nothing ever happens! I can rehearse a Tchaikovsky symphony , leave it 
for five weeks and it will be quite safe to perform without further r e
hearsal. But, Oelius is aiways a risk on the same night!' 

This free approach, crude by traditional standards, was admirabl e for 
·his purpose . Frustrated by academic teaching at Leipzig, it wqs L~e natural 
outcome of his lonely search to find his own way. Not only did i t influence 
·the musical · course of each piece ·he wrote but, I believe, the mus ical 
course of his whole lif.e' s .. w~rk. Each span of chords • • • converges ' :POn a 
key~centre. The essence . ot this chordal adventure is in subtle s hades of 
convergence •• ~ •• Delius sought to sustain interest by ranging de~ees of 

.. chromatic departure ·from these temporary key-centres of the mov~t of 
which they are part. Vision, imagination and experience rendered ~ore 
and more sensitive the tensions· of these degrees of departure within dif
fering moods, speeds and time-scales. Thus in the free play o f p~oximities 
between diatonic and chromatic harmonies in a ·palette of remarkabl e 
subtleties of pure colour rather than mixtures, Delius found a way 
unmistakably his own.3 

Although often chastised for his endless stream of saccharine harmonies , 

part of the criticism leveled at Deli us's music might be laid to a s eeming 
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lack of rhythmic vitality. The "unrelieved plodding crotchet movement" o f 

which Fenby :;peaks is most certainly there, yet such a generaliz.at ion is 

inaccurate. No doubt Delius is at his best when the subtle harmonic language 

and orchestral color have time to be fully perceived, and such movements are 

often correlated with slow tempi or non-vital motion, yet there are numer ous 

passages of great energy and vitality which cannot be dismissed as uneff ective. 

One need only reflec.t .. on the "Dance S.ongs" in A Mass of L:!fe , the polylingual 

opening of movement II of Requiem, or the exuberance of "Joy, Shipmate Joy• 

f ran Songs of Farewe Z Z. 

A parallel with Stravinsky might be drawn, whose music charact eristically 

vibrates with rhythmic activity, yet who could, for effect , create the placid 

simplicity foUnd in the conclusion of Symphony of PsaZms or t he Agnus Dei 

of the Mass . 

Concerning specific rhythmic or metrical f ormulae , Delius displays a 

liking for lulling triplets or compound duple meters; vacilating subdivisions 

of 6/4 - 3/2; and occasional syncopat ion, reflecting hi s exposure t o the music 

. of the American Negroes . Yet, viewed in its entirety , the predominant r hythm 

in most Delius vocal works is simple quarter-note moti on. 

Counterpoint 

If viewed in the traditional formal sense, counterpoint would app~ar to 

be the least significant compositional ingredient in the music of Delius. Wi th 

the exception of the "dance fugue" in I-III of A Mass of Life and occasional 

short imitative passages between vocal parts in other works, he makes littl e 

use of strict contrapuntal devices. However, if the definition is broadened. 

to include counterpoint between voices, texts, or ideas , the presence of 

polyphonic te~t~es is much greater. Even though the unde~lying harmonic 

motion is identical, Delius makes significant use of ••counterpoint• between 

voices and accompanying orchestral material, with the most distinctive instance 
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occurring at moments o( climax where the orchestral fabric, often employing 

som~ specifi~ motif, and the .associated choral part writing will climax at 

different times, creating overlaps of great emotional intensity. 

A simila~ individuality of line occurs between a vocal soloist and chorus 

or orchestra where often different texts or motifs are being. simultaneously 

declaimed. The essence of such situations can be traced to Oelius's common 

compositional technique of writing the vocal parts against existing harmonic 

material whose existence has been suggested by a text. 

Another revealing circumstance of Oelius's interest in maintaining 

integrity of vocal line within an obvious harmonic progressi on occurs i n 

instances of seemingly exact musical repetition, where Oelius always re

distributes or re-writes the various parts involved even though melodic and 

harmonic material may be identical. A distinctive example of t his technique 

occurs in I of To be sung of a summer night on the water. 

Orchestration 

Oelius inherited the swollen orchestral palette of the l atter 19th Century. 

His compositions call for large complex orchestrations , often colored by 

extensive use of woodwinds and complex string divisi, . and a sensitivity to 

instrumental color and exotic or unusual sonorities, especially when suggesting 

scenes from Nature, is one of the most stri~ing qualities of his music. 

From the dazzling brilliance found in An Arabesque to the evocative sunr~se 

depiction in A Mass of Life Oelius was capable of creating almost ~very nuance 

of emotional suggestion. Although not as rigorous as Strauss , his orchestral 

writing demands virtuosity in execution, with particular artistry required of 

the horns and strings. 

One of the most distinctive qualities of his use of • instrumentation• i s 

the prominen~ incorporation of th~ human voice into the orchestral palette. 

His use of this device is far more significant and unusual than that of any of 
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his "impressionistic" contemporaries and exists together with his extraor-

dinary harmvnic motion as an innovation emulated and admired by numerous 

composers. One can recall Beecha~·s account of the teaction of Bartok and 

Kodaly to t~e wordless choruses of A Mass of Life in a letter written to 

Delius by Bartok .in 1922: 

We have heard nothing like it before. I think you must be the first 
to make such an experiment, and that a lot coul~ be done in this style, 
achieving quite original effects.4 

Thie wordless technique is found in diverse situations, including the 

complete choruses mentioned above; the short "choral doxolog:ies" as Heseltine 

labels the brief wordless endings of certain variations in Appalachia; and in 

two works, The Song of the High Hilts and the part songs To be sung of a sumner 

night on the water, where the technique has been logically extended to become 

a dominant compositional element of an entire piece. 

Choral Style 

Delius's handling of the voice represents one of the most unusual and 

individualistic qualities of his music, and the significance of vocal expression 

in his creative output is easily demonstrated by its existence in over half 

. his compositions, including the diverse media of opera, chorus with orchestra, 

solo with orchestra, a cappe.lla chorus, and solo song. Significant vocal/choral 

qualities which can be discussed in detail include 

a. choral sonorities 

b. · tessitura and vocal line 

e. .vocal color· and register 

d. textual declamation 

a. choral sonorities 

· Oelius's typical choral sonority can best be described as opulent 

and ideally matched to his luxuriant concept of orchestral sound. His 
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aim was to create the particular sonority or quality which best suited 

his emot~onal needs and whose realization ge1;~rally demands a large 

chorus o£ exceptional skill and t?nal maturity often divided into two 

choirs or numerous parts. 

so Deli us, seeking a cer.tain sowzd at a certain place t r eeks not 
whether, in eight-part writing plus orchestra, disapproved degrees of 
the scale are doubled, whether the bas~ is the brue bass, whether the 
vocal texture could stand alone or whether one part must l eap a pro
scribed interval. Nor, though the songs are for "double chorus" 
and orchestra, [Songs of Farewell] need we worry that the whole may 
fuse to only four, f ive, or six vocal parts, that part s may be doubled 
at the octave or unison, and that it never suits Del ius's purpose, here 
or elsewhere, to writ e for genuine double choir, with Bachian or 
Handelian antithesis. It merely happens to be essenti a l t o Delian 
·h~ony that the parts of his choral force can be employed divisi .S 

b. tessitura and vocal line 

Delius's compositions demand rigorous tessituras involving extremes 

in range, often calling f or soprano high· C, and employs vocal l i nes of 

great length, angularity and intervalic difficulty. H~s penchant 

for such vocal quality can be attributed to a de~ire for coloristi c and 

climactic effects not unlike the musical/emotional demands f ound in 

Beethoven • s Ninth Symphony and Missa Solemnis , and obviously f or a chorus 

lacking trained voices capable of r eaching these pitches the r esul ts can 

be disastrous. Yet if successfully performed, such moment s are i ncredibly 

exciting and often creat e the essence of Delius'n most powerful expression. 

Hutchings comments: 

Finally one must r epudiate those who think that Delius asked 
for the impossible f rom his singers. He never did, not even in "The 
Song of the High Hills~. A soprano high Con the words and in the 
places selected by Delius need be neither weak, ugly r~r out of tune. 
It is also risky to charge with writing unvocal parts a composer 
who seemed to think in terms of song even when writing f or instruments . 6 

Delian vocal lines range from florid chromaticism, lacking apparent 

direction or sense of culmination, to contours of instruoental angularit.Y 

and duration. The chroaatic nature of his harmonic idic:.. imposes inter-
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~ic relationships of unusual difficulty which makes sight reading without 

supportiag harmony a challenging procedure. The occasional instrumental 

angularity is no worse than Bach's, and the inherent energy present in 

such elodic contours is a significant factor in intensity and musical 

interest. 

Delius's concern for the character of the inner voice parts in a 

cboral texture reflects an interest in con~apuntal line, harmonic 

i8plication and coloristic effect; an account of the first performance 

of Sea Drift, related by Delius to Fenby, provides an interesting reference 

to this point: • 
Be used to ·relate with great amu.sement how, at the early rehearsals 
for the first performance of Sea Drift, at the TonkUnstlerfest in 
Essen in 1906, they thought the chorus parts unnecessarily difficult , 
whereupon one bright f~llow.decided to rewrite several passages, 
distributing the parts in such a way as to facilitate .their execution , 
yet preserving the actual harmony. After a great deal of manipulation 
he finished the job, convinced that he had done the composer a noble 
service. Copies were made of the new part-writing, and a few crack 
singers from the chorus chosen to sing the improved version, so that 
the indignant composer. might be shown the error of his ways. ·• When 
they had finished singing,' said Delius, 'I told my good friend that 
he could just alter it all back again; that I would have none of it! 
Be had taken all the character out of my music. The outcome pf it 
all was that he apologi sed, and said that it had been a shocking 
eye-opener to him. :He would never have believed that such music 
could have sounded so different when the part-writing had been altered. 
When he heard the total effect of the chorus with the orchestra at 
the last rehearsals - and how thoroughly they used to rehearse in 
Germany in those days! - he was more surprised than ever, and heard 
for himself that the chorus parts had to sound exactly as I h~d 
distributed them.•? 

c. vocal color and register 

Any examination of a Delian choral work reveals a significant awaren~ss 

of YOCal range and color and the resultant choral sonority. Typical is 

his distinctive treatment of the tenor voice, which recalls Brahms in its 

frequency of upper register use and part crossing with the alto. 

In addition to the normal mixed voice divisi, Delius's compositions 

e.ploy significant use of both male and female ensembles and often rely 
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on coloristic qualities to infuse emotional or pictorial effect: e.g. 

female choruses in A Mass of L!.fe ll- III, the tenor-bass •born calls" in 

The Sp'Lendor fa'L'Ls on Castle ioCills . and the evocative male chorus at the 

opening o~ Act III of Koanga. lie bad an obvious liki.ng for the baritone 

voice, used both as a soloist or juxtaposed against a choral texture, with 

this combination occurring in fora in all the major choral-orchestral 

works save Sor~ of Farewell. 

d. textual declamation 

Delius's concern for words and proper textual declamation would seem 

to be supported by his significant use of texted material i n his compositi on s , 

yet an apparent lack of sensitivity in this area has drawn severe comment . 

Fenby remarks: 

Delius, in writing for the voice, had neither feeling f or line nor 
feeling for words. [This refers to my reaction to his completing 
I A Late Lark". 'Though few vocal phrases in his operas are memorable I 
Oelius discovered haunting nelodic f ragments at the emotional peaks 
of his choral works - 'wcneeriul, causing t ears ' (Sea Drift> - 'Eve 
descended. Forgive me tha t the e v en is come.' (Mass of Life> to 
mention but two.]B 

In setting words, however, it cust not be imagined that he was 
careless. I have heard hie declaic a phrase over and over again -
but always, oh, so clumsily! - be£ore finding the music for it. It 
will, no doubt, astoni s h the ~Y wno , like .myself, must often have 
flinched before his mutilati ::s of English to hear t hat he used to 
say, 'I am always at my bes~ •~en there are words.• That he probed to. 
the heart of whatever ~ he was setting is beyond the shadow of a 
doubt, but I am equa.lly certain that he had no notion of how badly he 
declaimed English. Of his settings in German and Norwegian I am not 
competent to judge, but, wi~l1 :=::::aglish, the words are almost like. an 
unnecessary commentary e n tte ::cod which the composer has drawn up 
from the depths of their ~::eaning. Th e melodic accent he imposes on 
them is wholly. at varianee vitil their verbal accent. One can more 
readily forgive this in a ~poser who is unwilling to sacrifice the 
shape and spacing of the beau~ul melooy that he has been at such 
pains to perfect to the s nape arn s pacing of the words that he has been 
qiven tO set • . In the case of Delius it was unforgivable, for i:t 
sould have been just as easy for him to spread the words out comfortably 
and accurately over the r iCh texture of sound they had inspired in him 
as ·to perpetrate the verbal absurdities of an otherwise lovely work 
like Songs of SW1Set. 9 · 
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Robert Hull continues, fro= his discus~ of Oelius's choral style: 

Mr. Sydney Grew, in a chanting appreciative sketch of the composer, 
points out that A Mass of Lif~ a.-.d to a l esser extent, in Sea Drift, 
Del ius is very apt to m.ista.'lce ooth accent and sens~: "The greatness 
of Delius is, I feel, transcecdental; but in fine points like these 
he speaks with the uncertainty of a beginner. " 10 

A further comment of Fenby' s reveals an unexpected insight into Delius ' s 

concern f~r the importance of words and the.i..r proper declamation in per-

formance: 

I often .gathered from his re=arks, whilst listening to music 
with him, that he regarded voices in the nature of a necessary encumbrance . 
There were certain works in ~ic~ one could not very well do without 
them, yet they were a nuisance all the saoe. Often , during relays 
of his choral works in whicit c:1e guess ed that the microphone had been 
plac~ in such a position as to gi ve undue prominence to the voices , 
he would say, •can't you get tte ~cr£Szer any louder?' (He always 
used the German form of ~"'!e word. ) The Orchester - the Orchester i s 
the chief thing I ~ant to hear. • It ~as the same in listening to Wagner. 
'Never mind so much about tee s insers , or even what they are singing 
about; the narrative is in the OJo.cP.es !er. •ll 

Form in the vocal/choral compositions of Delius is basically dependent 

on the poetic structure of the source material, which is manifest musically 

in the correlation of movements to verses or sections to individual lines or 

phrase groupings. There is no superposition of abstract musical structures 

(sonata, ABA, rondo, etc.) to d e tenrine the overall formal plan of any choral 

composition, and in all but three workS, An Arabesque, A Mass of Life and 

Sea Drift, Delius· employs a " throcgh cacp0sed" technique of formal organization 

with no significant repetition of harcon.ic or melodic material among movements 

or. other major musical sections. The above works, although basically fitting 

this non-repetitive pattern, do ~loy similar musicai material, with An Arabesque 

~ Seti."l»ift having . identical opening and closing sections and A Mass of Life 

employing the recurrence of several important aotifs. In Sr:mgs of Fa.rel.JeZl the 

beginning and •ending tonalities are identical even though no other musical 

characteristics are the same. 
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However, although the grouping of the aajor sectional elements ·suggests. 

no over-all structural design, there is a wealth of detail to be found in 

individual movements or sections. Here Delius creates numerous intricate 

musical relationships o ften controlled by the repetition of various motifs. 

Symmetry is also delineated by the occasional use of abstract elements, 

usually~, which do play an important role in the structure of individual 

.aovements. 

As stated previous l y, it is in discovering these intri cate musical 

relationships, which are often totally wmoticed or appreciated by a listener , 

that this study has its base, and only after the reader has assimilated 

their significance can h e fully appreciate the incredible compositional genius 

of Frederick Delius . 
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XIII. £QNg.USION 

Delius completed his final work in 1932, concluding a composing career 

which spanne-d nearly fifty years. He was almost for ty before he heard any 

of his works performed, and it has taken a s imilar span since his passing in 

1934 for his music to again receive wide spread recognition , as indicated 

by the host of new· recordings of the major co positions. 

After the London concert of 1899 and the English premiers of Sea Drift, 

Appataahia, and A Mass of Life, the worth of his sic was established in the 

public's mind, and it held great significance during the r emainder of his 

life, culminating with the 1929 Delius Festival. Eopefully , the analogous 

period of recognition has begun, and Oelius's place will be firmly establi shed 

as a composer of significant individuality, innovation, and creative genius 

for all time. It is to such an end that this dissertation has spoken , providing 

evidence of the great wealth of creativity, ha--conic and choral i nnovation , and 

structural sophistication present in the music of Frederick Delius. 

One need only reflect on the individual ~ities in Delius ' s work t o 

understand his important contribution to mus ical development: He was one 

of the first European composers to recognize the uniqueness of the American 

Negro musical idiom, incorporating it in FZoriCa Suite, Koanga and Appatachia; 

he made use of wordless chorus to an extent unparalleled among his contempo

raries - the technique appearing in his early operas before its use by Debussy ; 

·his harmonic idiom has been imitated extensively in popular and film music 

and attracted the attention of Ellington in the thirties; and lastly, one 

. must acoount for the profound effect of the Delian idiom on musicians like 

Thomas Beecham and Peter Warlock. 

In light of these points one might seriously question the conclusit::>n of 

William Austin in MUsic of the 20th Century: 
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We can either enj'~y or dismiss Delius himself without crediting him 
with an~· central historical significance.! 

Perhaps the true worth of the music of Frederick Celius has best been 

captured ~y Philip Heseltine in the final pages of his Celian biography: 

Every ma.n lives in a world of his own creating which is small or great, 
hideous or beautiful, according to the stature and disposition of his 
soul. And those who see, in all the manifestations of Nature, a fullness , 
a richness and loveliness that would for very excess break through the 
barriers of time and change and overflow into the Infinite may well 
deride the materialist's heaven of harps and glass which those have feigned 
who never saw the world aright. Whoever has known true ecstasy has already 
encompassed past and future, and having once attained is initiate, immune 
fromdisil+usion •. He is at one with Nature and strides fearlessly into the 
darkness, knowirg that he will not fall, certain that the great river of 
separation comes in the end to the sea where all things are united. So 
he achieves within himself an inner harmony and peace - tranquillity; 
which is not so much the "central peace subsisting at the heart of end
less agitation" as an enfolding calm that is wrapped· about a troUbled and 
unresting heart. · 

The modern spirit in music is impatient, unreflective, restless and 
impetuous, for it is the spirit of an age of disintegration. There i s 
very little tranquillity in the music of our time and such emotion as 
it contains is rather the instantaneous r ecord of sensation than a quint es
sence -distilled by long processes of meditation . Ser enity seems t o have 
forsaken music for a while •••• But it is one of the essential qualities 
of the great art of all ages , and its presence i n every . work of Celius 

· is one of the surest t okens of his immortality . The message of his 
music is one of ultimate assnrance and peace. It is full of a great 
kindliness which makes us feel akin to all things living arid gives us an 
almost conscious sense of our part i n the great rhythm of the universe . 
And as the lonely soul turns to ~he starry host for comfort and companion
ship, so may we turn to this music and hear reverberated i n the t ones of 
a lonely singer "the voices of the innumerable multitudes of Eternity.2 



Footnotes 

· 1. William. A • . Austin, Music of the 20th Century, p. 91 

2. Hese1dnu, p. 156-157 
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